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CHAPTER ONE 

Defining FCR 

The definition of FCR is quite easy: A customer 
calls with an issue and an agent helps fix the 
issue on the first call. Even if the call is transferred 
or escalated, it’s considered FCR is customer 
places only one call to get the problem solved. 
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Kristin Robertson 

Spectacular Support Centers: Best Practices for 

Small to Mid-Sized Help Desks and Technical 

Support Centers 

FIRST-CALL RESOLUTION 

[FCR] is both an efficiency 
measure and an effectiveness 
measure. It is a leading indicator 
of customer satisfaction because 
customers want their support 
requests resolved immediately. 
Also important to the support 
center because FCR saves 
money. Beware of putting too 
much focus on this metric 
without balancing it with re-
open rates” 
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Call center 
industry 

average for 
number of 

calls to 
resolve a 

customer’s 
problem 

Naturally, not all calls can 
be resolved the first time. 
Complex problems may 
require multiple 
troubleshooting steps, 
additional research, or 
long processing times; 
however, for routine issues 
such as minor technical 
support, account 
information, and order 
status; FCR should be the 
standard. 

Source: SQM Group, 
www.sqmgroup.com 
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First of all, FCR is best determined by the customer. The 
only person who can tell you decisively whether or not 
the issue was resolved in a single call is the customer. 

While there is value in several different measurement 
methods, it’s best to use some combination of internal 
and external measures to gain the greatest benefit. 

Also, keep in mind, the internal methods shown on the 
next page are generally more expensive, more time-
intensive, and less accurate (inflated about 15%).  

CHAPTER TWO 

Measuring FCR 
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Customer input on FCR can be requested 
through multiple forms of interaction 

FIRST-CALL RESOLUTION 

Measurement Methods 

External measures Internal measures 
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First-call resolution (FCR) is the single-most useful metric 
measured in the customer service and support 
environment. As a measure of both service efficiency 
and effectiveness, high FCR rates have a significant 
impact on your business: reduced cost of operations, 
improved customer satisfaction, additional sales 
opportunities, higher employee satisfaction, and lower 
customer loss rates. 

CHAPTER THREE 

Why FCR Matters 

FCR drives 
improvement 

throughout the 
customer 

service and 
support 

organization 
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FIRST-CALL RESOLUTION 

FCR Benefits 

We could simply say FCR matters because it increases 
customer satisfaction. But the bottom line is…the bottom 
line. Whereas poor FCR decreases profits, great FCR 
increases profits. But how does that work? 
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Now that we can define FCR, measure it, 
and understand why it matters; how do 
we get there? 

CHAPTER FOUR 

FCR in Action 

Best practices 

DOs 

DON’Ts 
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1. Ask the customer to complete a 

post-call survey 

2. Measure FCR on multiple levels 

(segment, location, call type, 

skill set, etc.) 

3. Identify repeat calls accurately 

4. Know why customers are 

calling 

5. Drive performance data to 

your front-line employees 

6. Improve agent performance 

through actionable insights and 

targeted coaching 

7. Track the impact of your efforts  

FIRST-CALL RESOLUTION 

Best Practices* 

* Enkata: http://www.enkata.com/forms/whitepaper.php?id=234 & SQM Group 
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FIRST-CALL RESOLUTION 

From McGarahan and Associates: The 5 Do’s of FCR” 
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When it comes time to implement an FCR 
improvement program, you will need a software 
solution capable of supporting your renewed 
goals. 
 
In considering customer service and support 
solutions, keep a few key features in mind. 

CHAPTER FIVE  

Technology for FCR 
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Finding the right 
customer service and 

support software 
solution can mean the 

difference between 
success and failure in 
improving your FCR. 



FIRST-CALL RESOLUTION 

Key Features in FCR Technology
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SELF-SERVICE CENTER: Secure web portal enables 
customers to submit tickets, check status, search the 
KB, and download software 

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT: Monitor and share 
individual agent performance to recognize success 
and drive further improvement 

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT: A searchable 
repository of product and service information helps 
drive consistent timely, accurate solutions 

SMART SEARCH: Natural-language search provides a 
ranked list of potential solutions from a variety of 
sources 

REPORTING: Analyze how agents use content, trends 
in customer issues to enable the evolution of your KB 

MULTI-CHANNEL SUPPORT: Provide access to the 
knowledge base for all agents regardless of support 
channel (voice, e-mail, or chat)  



info@phaseware.com 

214.432.9043 

866.390.3492 

Contact PhaseWare for more 
information on tools and technology to 
help improve your first-call resolution 
and gain all the benefits of running a 

more efficient, effective customer 
support organization. 


